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cotton in the air

Your polished back is arched like Saint Louis.

I can see your fingers pushing into the bricks
when I lift your hair
to smell October drain from your neck.

You are cotton caught in the air.
I am unfurling laces in your body.

I move on you steady like a fleet of ships pushing ice.
I want to break it all.

Your tank top strap slips down the huh-huh-huh of your shoulder
and I will not strain meaning from this.

I am waltzing a wrecking ball.
I am wading in the dark felt Tijuana paintings of your hair.
I am molting my bed clothes, uncoiling towards Sahara.

All I want to do is hot lust you into dead sweat.
To watch your legs, those bent sickles,
to watch them shake
like poisoned wrens.

I am gnashed and dazzled.
Smother me in the exhausted thrust of your yes . . .                                    

wet as all exploding Laundromats.

May I be the image you turn to
when you are heaving alone,
burning like Halloween in Detroit?

I am breathing up your legssssspitting at the hiding nightingale.

Drift your breasts into my mouth
and I will be that doped up, spinning victrola singing:

La la la la la la.
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I want to make love to you while you’re wearing figure skates
until the hardwood floors are toothpicks.
I want to kiss your throat in a dressing room with my hands
bound around the slow song in your voice.

I don’t care if you made that dress,
hippie.
I will shred it until you look deserted.

You’re as restless as a New Orleans graveyard in a storm
with the coffins boiling up to the surface.

That’s all this writing is. You are across from me and the soup is cooking.

I sit up all night listening to your dental records.

I will teach you of exorcism and screw the hell out of your limbs.

I carry your steam in my mouth.

Daydreaming of the evening of loud struggle.
Call my name—I will cascade like a suicide.
I will fall upon you like a box of fluorescent bulbs
dropped from a five-story building.

I will do anything you ask …
unless I have been drinking; then it is opposite day.

I can’t believe you can sleep through all this.

Chunks of brick in your fingernails.
Mortar on your pillow.
A bomb shelter
sketched on your skirt.

It says Safe.
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Patience

I cannot love you until you can love our beautiful waitress
in the simple way that I do.
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collide eScaPe

When you drop something in the night
you should wait and recover it
in the morning when you’re sober.

We will find the turquoise ring
that clutched the mud and grass
as I ripped your fancy jeans
down to your soft calves.

Can you sing while swimming?

The night rain beaded upon your skinny spine.
If you were drunk, I didn’t know.
I was drunk.

Your tongue was blossoming into Lavatera, Lily, Cannas,
pronouncing your kiss, delicate,clean and bending wild.

Your eyes brewed hot enough
to melt the day’s black resin from me.
I haven’t felt glad in a long time.

I have swam in the wrong rivers.
Wet clothes everywhere.
I have made love into a messy room.

Can you sing into the sensational tangle?

Can you sing low frequency sonar?
Sing me the dawn like an AM radio?

I am suspended in the cinema of that moment

next to the house
where I needed you.
How we danced the Dirt Collapse.

Fathoms under fathoms,
I laid heavy upon you.
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Can you sing me a fix?

Tell me you are more than on my side,
you are the weapon on my side.
I can say exactly what I mean
when armed and stupid.

Rest under the valley of the shadow of my gut.
Unsentimental kissing.
Our bodies gushing, strangers victorious.

Pyrokinetic honeysuckle, let’s boycott the hocus-pocus.
I know you.
Aren’t you the one snarling in all the family photos?
Are you the one crackling voltage from the yellow eggs? Yes?
Then you are the pearl I steal. Tell me about your sand.

It is rare to start recalling a moment while you’re in it.

“I’m going to remember this now, cause I want to recall it in hi-res.”

Your eyes leaving, a kaleidoscope of collide and escape.

If no one else finds the means to patiently adore you,
navigate back to me by the map of fallen stars.

Jewelry lost in a large wet lawn.

Some nights, love rises back to me
like an escalator fragrance.
It sings but isn’t there. I hear it.
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the beSt PickuP line iS howling

The best thing to say to an unknown woman when leaving a place is
“You and I are going to kiss someday.”

I used to say, “You don’t know me. So, when are we gonna make out?”
Some girls would take a long time, hemming and hawing,
thinking about what they had planned Thursday,
a year from not now.

The only response to
“You and I are going to kiss someday.”
is
Okay or No, thank you or sudden howling.

When this happens, you should say…
“Sadly for both of us, it doesn’t even matter if you want to.”
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banana Mandible

The trash is spread all over the living room floor
like the last days of the carnival.

I lie there, lost among it.

I see her weeping by the record player,
weeping out like the needle.

In those last days of us,
she cried all the time like an open mic.

I stare in the mirror at the place on my body
where her mouth last was. I can’t recall the date.
I miss how her body felt like a mooring.
Someone who waited like a hospital.
Someone who kissed like it was critical.

Logic dead, guileless things.

O yeah, to unsophisticated love,
her young tongue, she was not afraid to say,
…we’re fucked.

Am I too ripe, too forlorn to remain? Am I the one?

This was not the phrase that peeled me open and wasted me
like a banana left in the fridge
no one wants to eat, open or throw away.

The sabotage was done
long ago
some clear night
when my arms were a bad jacket around her.
The skin, smooth as fifty-dollar Lynchburg whiskey.
It’s a dry town.
I fell asleep when she asked
how I felt about her.
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Repeating the question into the back of my head,
Tall Love,
thought I was finally out of fancy language.
I dreamt quick.

She left before I woke.
If she could have only seen the world she slipped me off into.
Perfect sleep and honest silence.

Her sentence, undoing my pulse,
lulling me in her pppoppies.

How do I feel about you?
My answer: snoring, luxury dreaming, running from cliffs and bouncing,
naked in school and unlearning your legs into winglets,
chasing the devil and choking him out,
the Emerald City, the heartless, the unbrave,
the small, the brain-dead, witches and all,
welcoming us as royalty.

I love you in sleep.

All your records are in the wrong jackets.


